We have been long contemplating a short notice of these beautiful methods of mounting artificial teeth; the difficulty of coming to a decided preference, has restrained our remarks, but finding that a multiplicity of letters and questions are before us unanswered, upon this subject, we may be allowed by our general reader, an expression of experience for the benefit of those seeking our knowledge. We do not think that the first class pieces of block work for beauty, in or out of the mouth, can be possibly excelled, provided that when designed for wear, they have been fortunately worked and skillfully adapted. The art of making block teeth is one of such peculiar nicety, as to constitute in its perfection, a talent requiring the highest order of genius, with the most steadfast and persevering industry. Nor will we ever retract from this high standard, to which is unfortunately devoted, a meagre portion of the talent of the profession, from a false division of the mechanical and operative departments being founded upon an imaginative superior excellence required in the one over the other, whereas it will frequently be found, that the good operator has no aptitude for the delicate manipulations of the carver, and we boldly af-
firm, that the skillful block-workman is always susceptible of becoming the highest order of operator. From this fact, a method somewhat freed from the great art required in block teeth had been sought after for a long time, and at last found by two gentlemen, Drs. Hunter and Allen, to whom the credit is due of having made the most valuable accession to mechanical dentistry during any period of its past history, and styled by them continuous gum work. In passing, we cannot but regret that the serious difficulty still exists between these gentlemen, as to priority of introduction; for we are assured that the whole profession, as well as the immense number of patients, recipients of their ingenious production, will yield to them a heartfelt gratitude and a praise that will live long after they shall cease to be numbered among the living. This 
